In the interest of the service and in view of the increase in the number of PDOS seminars offered at POEA, the following personnel shall initially comprise the POEA in-house pool of PDOS lecturers. As such, they shall be tapped to handle the discussion of POEA Services, Standard Employment Contract and other relevant topics in the various PDOS modules (medical workers, multi-skills and domestic helpers):

Rustico Mendrato Banal III
Roger Alim Rodriguez
Ofelia Domingo
Nicanor Javier
Susan Marbebe
Ma. Rita Marbella
Marietta Robles
Marissa San Pedro
Roberto Taclas
Edna Talabucon
Laura Timonera

Above personnel shall be entitled to a lecture fee of One Hundred Pesos (P100.00) per hour, chargeable against the PDOS Trust Fund.

For compliance of all concerned.

[Signature]

JOSE N. SARMIENTO
Administrator
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